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3D Scrape-off layer modelling with BoRiS
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Abstract

The 3D fluid transport code BoRiS is applied to a hydrogen plasma and a neutral fluid in a stellarator-like geometry

equipped with a poloidal ring limiter. The results demonstrate the capability of dealing with 3D effects which can be

related to both the influence of the geometry and the plasma–neutral interaction as well. The setup used has similarities

with a poloidal gas target in a fusion device.
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1. Introduction

Scrape-off layer (SOL) modelling for fusion plasmas

in 3D is of great importance for the understanding of

physics as well as for the design of fusion devices. It al-

lows to deal with complex geometries like the new stell-

arators W7-X and NCSX but also opens a way to study

3D effects in conventional 2D setups, for example a

localized gas puff in a tokamak.

BoRiS is a 3D fluid transport code which is moti-

vated by the success of model-validated 2D codes like

B2-Eirene and UEDGE [1,2]. It attacks a system of

transport equations within a finite volume (FV) ap-

proach leading to a coupled system of non-linear partial

differential equations which is then linearized and solved

with a Newton method utilizing a variety of sophisti-

cated solvers [3]. Complex geometries are taken care of
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by using magnetic flux (Boozer) coordinates (s, h, /),
which allow standard discretization methods [3] and

offer great flexibility. BoRiS has been tested on coupled

equations of growing complexity in simplified 1D, 2D

and 3D setups [4–6] and is now being applied to a stell-

arator-like 3D geometry.
2. SOL physics model

The SOL physics model includes continuity equa-

tions for both the plasma (na = ni = ne) and the neutral

(na = n0) densities

o

ot
ðnaÞ þ ~r� ðna~V aÞ ¼ Sa

n, ð1Þ

with the velocities according to

~V ¼ ~V k,a þ ~V ?,a ¼~ua þ~va: ð2Þ

Parallel and perpendicular directions are defined by the

traditional (left-handed) curvilinear system ~B, ~rs, ~rs�
~Bðk,?1,?2Þ.
ed.
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Plasma parallel momentum is determined by,

o

ot
ðminiuiÞ þ ~r� ðminiui~V i � gi~ruiÞ ¼ �rkp þ Si

mk, ð3Þ

with viscosity gi, plasma pressure p = pi + pe and a

momentum source Si
mk due to interaction with neutrals.

Perpendicular flow velocities are obtained from ~vi ¼
�Di

~r?ni=ni with Di being an anomalous diffusivity.

In a neutral fluid model with standard assumptions

[5], diffusion of neutrals is governed by charge exchange

(CX) with D0ðni,T iÞ ¼ v0th=nirCX and due to the gradient

of the neutral gas pressure p0 = n0T0

~V 0 ¼~u0 þ~v0 ¼ �D0
~rp0=p0

¼ �D0ð~rn0=n0 þ ~rT 0=T 0Þ, ð4Þ

which drives the atoms into the plasma where they are

getting ionized and thus contribute to the particle source

Si
n or sink S0

n in (1).

In the neutral fluid model, CX is dominant and,

therefore, ions and neutrals are assumed to form an iso-

thermal (T0 = Ti) heavy (m0 = mi) species and the inter-

nal energy being described by,

o

ot
3

2

X
a

pa

 !
þ ~r� 5

2
T ina~V a �

X
a

ja
~rT i

 !

¼ uarkpa � Qei þ Si
q, ð5Þ

with conductivities ja, heat exchange term Qei and an

ion-neutral heat source Si
q.

The internal energy equation for the electrons is

o

ot
3

2
pe

� �
þ ~r� 5

2
T ene~V e � je

~rT e

� �
¼ uerkpe þ Qei þ Se

q, ð6Þ

with the electronic conductivities je and the power loss

Se
q. Conductivities and viscosities across the magnetic

field are described by isotropic anomalous values to

model plasma turbulence while classical expressions

are used along magnetic field lines.
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Fig. 1. Cross sections of the NCSX-like module in real space. The

computational domain (green) for 0.65 6 s 6 1. The blue ring represe
3. Geometry setup and boundary conditions

We consider a simplified model of the national

compact stellarator experiment (NCSX) originally intro-

duced in [6]. It describes one period of the 3-fold peri-

odic stellarator in terms of magnetic coordinates (s, h,
/), ranging from zero to unity. The model ignores the

existence of a perturbed magnetic field outside the last

closed magnetic surface (LCMS) and extrapolates closed

surfaces instead.

The computational domain is a region between the

approximate location of the LCMS at s = 0.65 and the

wall at s = 1 as shown in Fig. 1. In contrast to the actual

design of NCSX, we introduced a ring limiter in each

module at toroidal position / = 0.5. This limiter is as-

sumed infinitely thin and cutting into the plasma domain

between 0.95 6 s 6 1. In order to properly resolve the

region around the limiter while keeping the mesh com-

parably small, we use a grid which is non-equidistantly

spaced in toroidal direction around / = 0.5 as well as

in the radial direction s. The computational domain is

periodically connected in toroidal direction.

The following boundary conditions are used: at the

core boundary s = 0.65, plasma values are fixed to Te =

Ti = 50eV, ni = 1019m�3, ui = 0m/s, and a zero-gradient

condition is imposed for the neutrals. At the wall bound-

ary s = 1, zero-flux conditions are used for all quantities.

At the ring limiter, sheath conditions are set. The recy-

cling of neutrals is set to 0.9 instead of 1.0 (which effec-

tively simulates pumping) and for the charge exchange

cross section we assumed rCX = 10�19m2.
4. Results and discussion

The topological properties in the outermost part of

the domain are changed by the limiter cutting originally

closed field lines. Sheath conditions then accelerate

plasma towards the limiter along open field lines. Fig.

2 shows the resulting discontinuity of plasma parallel
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insertion shows two sections at / = 0 and / = 0.5 with the

nts the limiter of radial depth Ds = 0.05.
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velocities ui = ±cs at the limiter. There are only minor

variations along the poloidal coordinate h, being due

to almost constant temperatures at the limiter. In the re-

gion of closed field lines, ui develops a quite different

pattern as illustrated by Fig. 3. This plot indicates paral-

lel flows with varying ui � cs along h and reflects the

symmetry of the underlying geometry.
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Fig. 2. Plasma parallel velocity ui on a flux surface s = 0.97

(open field lines parallel to dashed line). Velocities reach local

sound speeds ±cs at the limiter (white line).
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Fig. 3. Plasma parallel velocity ui � cs on a flux surface

s = 0.93 (closed field lines parallel to dashed line). The pattern

shows a poloidal segmentation with parallel flows in opposite

directions.

Fig. 5. Plasma density ni on flux surfaces s = 0.75 (left) and s = 0.97
The plasma flow onto the limiter is partially recycled

and forms a source of neutrals which follow the neutral

gas pressure gradient back into the domain where they

are getting ionized on a spatial scale of the mean free

path k0. This results in a distribution of neutrals which

is clearly peaked in toroidal direction around the limiter

position, as shown in Fig. 4. There is a comparably small

variation along h, which reflects the almost constant flow

of plasma impinging upon the limiter and thus forming

the neutral source. The densities at radial positions
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Fig. 4. Neutral density n0(h, /) at two radial positions s = 1

(red) and s = 0.65 (green). The density peaks around the limiter

at / = 0.5.

(middle) being compared to the metric coefficient gss (right).
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Fig. 6. The computational domain with two cross sections and

the system of magnetic coordinates (s, h, /). Radial fluxes

C?a > C?b �feed� parallel fluxes Cka � Ckb of plasma being

convected onto the limiter ring.



Fig. 7. Plasma density ni(s, h) and electron temperature Te(s, h). The plot actually shows multiple layers corresponding to different /
positions.
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s = 0.65 and s = 1 almost appear as a single layer just

having a 2D structure in the h–/ plane. This is in agree-

ment with the neutral mean free path k0 being large com-

pared to the radial depth (�0.1m) of the domain.

The cloud of neutrals around the limiter provides a

plasma source where the electron temperature is high en-

ough for ionization to occur, that is in the region of hot-

ter closed field lines (s < 0.95), as depicted in Fig. 5. At

s = 0.75, the density is high around the limiter position

with almost no variation along h. Starting from the lim-

iter, the density pattern mainly follows the magnetic field

lines. At / � 0 and / � 1 there is also a clear poloidal

modulation of the density which is even more obvious

at s = 0.97, a surface with open field lines. This profile

is related to the underlying metric properties as they

are represented by the metric coefficient gss ¼ j~rsj2
showing a very similar structure. This quantity can be

taken as a measure for the perpendicular particle flux

C? ¼ �Diosn~rs � rs
~rs ¼ �Diosngssrs being driven by a

radial density gradient across cell faces ~r? ¼ rs
~rs with

a normal in radial direction. According to Figs. 1 and

6, cell boundaries facing the core at h � 0.25 or

h � 0.75 are much smaller than those at h � 0 or

h � 0.5. This leads to different radial fluxes C?a > C?b

feeding cells with plasma which is then convected along

the field with Cka � Ckb due to the pull of the limiter con-

dition. The density profile is thus determined by the dif-

ferent ratios C?a/Cka > C?b/Ckb as a purely metric effect

and is also observed without neutrals.

In Fig. 7, the clear finger print of the metric proper-

ties found for the density does not show up for the elec-
tron temperature. This is due to the strong parallel

electronic heat transport which makes both ratios C?a/

Cka and C?b/Ckb very small anyhow, leading to a radial

variation of Te only.
5. Summary

The BoRiS code was successfully tested on a plasma

and neutral fluid model in NCSX-like geometry with a

periodic poloidal ring limiter. The result shows 3D ef-

fects which can be related to both the geometry and

the plasma–neutral interaction. Effects of the topology

with closed field lines being cut by the limiter are mod-

ulated by the metric properties and result in a 3D struc-

ture of the plasma parallel flow. The setup used can

serve as a starting point to model a poloidal gas puff

forming a neutral gas target in a 3D geometry.
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